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Over 15 years in office/warehouse environment with a variety of clerical abilities, 
most recently in billing/document control. Experience with data entry, Excel, 
Word, Outlook, various software systems plus an understanding of supply chain 
concepts. 

JUNE 1998 – MARCH 2008
INVENTORY PLANNER/COORDINATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Scheduled plants and warehouses to fill customer orders.
 Worked with management and sales to setup and administer stock level 

programs.
 Analyzed and monitored complicated customer stocking arrangements involving

multi-plant consumptions.
 Worked with customers regarding forecasts to pre-schedule in anticipation of 

customer demand.
 Reviewed and adjusted inventory plans for substitutions, dormant and excess 

items and scrap leading to savings for company.
 Helped implement new COS computer system and detected flaws and glitches 

associated with start up.
 Handled complex distribution problems associated with responsibility for 

introduction of new product line stocking plans.

1997 – 1998
INVENTORY PLANNER - ABC CORPORATION

 Travel the continental United States planning inventory liquidation and 
installations Supervise a team(s) of laborers that handle the liquidation and 
brand new product.

 Scheduling and assigning employees; following up on work results.
 Supervises and coordinates the taking of periodic physical inventories.
 Corresponds with vendors concerning inquiries about merchandise ordered.
 Inventory physical merchandise and systemically order based on need.
 Ensure the integrity of stock management to guard against pilferage, theft, 

fraud and other activities that adversely affect the organizations operations.
 Successfully planned and executed liquidation/ installation of hotels including 

the following properties Sheraton Suites - San Diego at Symphony Hall - San 
Diego, California - 2007 W Los Angeles - West Beverly Hills - Los Angeles, 
California - 2007 (Starwood).
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EDUCATION

certification in Planning of Resources - 2001(Purdue University)

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Inventory Control, Inventory Control, life cycle planning.
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